SUMMARY Seven patients with cerebral necrosis after radiotherapy for carcinoma of the nasopharynx are presented. The clinical features included seizures and a varying degree of intellectual impairment. In spite of significant mass effect on CT scan, the patients remained alert, ambulatory and independent. We believe that some cases of cerebral necrosis following radiotherapy for extracranial neoplasms present in a more benign fashion than has been portrayed in the literature, and in the absence of clinical evidence of raised intracranial pressure, surgical intervention is unnecessary. The importance of careful fractionation of an optimum radiation dose as a preventive measure is emphasised.
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Cerebral necrosis is an infrequent but a significant complication of radiation therapy of extracranial tumours. The exact frequency is unknown although one review' suggested an incidence varying from 0-5% to 25%. It has become increasingly apparent that patients treated with radiation therapy for extracranial neoplasms who present with neurological dysfunction are more likely to have radionecrosis of the brain than metastatic tumour. Although the definitive diagnosis can only be established by surgical exploration or biopsy of the lesion, it can be strongly suspected from computed tomographic (CT) findings. 2 3 Review of the literature indicates that delayed cerebral radionecrosis constitutes in the majority of instances a life-threatening and often fatal expanding intracranial mass, necessitating surgical treatment such as wide excision or lobectomy. Spontaneous remission is exceedingly rare, having been reported in one case so far,4 but even in this case, it appears that the changes are more of an early-delayed encephalopathy rather than the late-delayed radiation necrosis.5 It has also been repeatedly stated3 6 that surgical excision is the treatment of choice in this clinical entity.
Over 
Results
The clinical and CT data are summarised in Tables 1  and 2 respectively. There were five men and two women with a median age of 43 years (range 32-63).
The total dose delivered to the nasopharynx ranged from 5040 to 10320 rad ( nonfocal tonic-clonic convulsion. These were well controlled with monotherapy of anticonvulsants.
Five patients had amnesia for recent events which progressed over the one to two years of follow-up. The amnesia was associated with significant cognitive and intellectual impairment in three patients. Abstract thinking, problem solving and verbal reasoning were impaired. They all scored 20 or below in the Mini-Mental State Examination7 and all had lost their capacity for work. A change in personality was observed in five patients and emotional lability in three.
Overall, our patients fall into two main groups: group 1 (Patients 1, 2, 3 and 4) with minimal cognitive abnormality and often with seizures only, and group 2 (Patients 5, 6 and 7) with marked intellectual, memory and behavioural disturbances with resultant limitation of working capacity in addition to seizures. Between the two groups, there was no significant difference with respect to the age of the patient, the dose of radiotherapy, the laterality or severity of the CT changes (table 2) In all patients, CT scan at the time of presentation showed hypodensity in the temporal lobes (figs 2A and B, 3A and B, 4A), being bilateral in five and unilateral in two. In one patient (fig 3B) , the hypodense area extended into the adjacent portions of the frontal and parietal lobes. Mass effect was observed in four patients, severe in one and mild to moderate in three others. Contrast enhancement was seen in four patients. The pattern was usually mild, patchy and irregular; there was suggestion of ring enhancement in one patient only (fig 2A) .
CT was repeated after an interval of 12 to 52 months. There were no changes in four patients ( fig  4B) . Improvement was seen insthree (Patients 1, 2 and 4). In Patient 1, the hypodense area in the left temporal lobe had shrunken considerably; there was also loss of mass effect and contrast enhancement ( fig 2C  and D) . In Patient 2, although the hypodense area persisted in the temporal lobe, the mass effect had decreased (fig 3C and D) . Patient 4 showed decreased contrast enhancement although the size of the hypodense area was unchanged. None of these three patients had received steroids.
Therapy andfollow-up
As our patients did not present with raised intracranial pressure, surgery was not considered to be indicated. Instead, they were closely followed-up with symptomatic treatment.
Corticosteroid therapy was attempted in three patients (Patients 3, 6 and 7) for periods up to 3 months but alteration in the clinical course was not observed. Unfortunately CT were not repeated immediately after treatment so that it was not possible to assess any radiological change. However, of the three patients who showed radiological improvement, none had received steroids. .n'^. (fig 3A and B) showed a large area of hypodensity involving the right temporal lobe with extension into the frontal and parietal lobes, as well as significant mass effect and patchy contrast enhancement. A small area of decreased attenuation was also present in the left temporal lobe without mass effect. Over the next 2 years, although her seizures were well controlled with carbamazepine only, she noticed gradual amnesia. Repeat CT 27 months later (fig 3C and D) showed that the area of decreased attenuation in the right temporal lobe was mildly reduced in size but the mass effect was much decreased. In spite of these alarming CT appearances, she remained in gainful employment and was fully functional in her daily activities. Case 
